
Airport Meet & Greet
Selected luxury Accommodations
Exclusive Insider – Access and Inspiring Sightseeing
English Speaking Local Guides
Private deluxe transfers
Private transfer by helicopter São Paulo - Paraty
Land Transfer for bags São Paulo - Paraty
Private transfer by helicopter Paraty - Rio de Janeiro
Full Breakfast Daily
01 dinner Experience at Seen Restaurant (Tivoli Mofarrej SP)
01 dinner at DOM Restaurante - São Paulo (or similar)
02 dinners at Paraty Historic City Center
01 Private Farewell dinner - Loft Bom Jardim
01 Lunch at Assador Rio´s Churrascaria
01 dinner Experience  Chef`s Table - Belmond Copacabana Palace
01 dinner at Cipriani Restaurant - Belmond Copacabana Palace
Entrance Fees and Taxes
 24/7 – Call support.

Included with luxury journey

UNIQUE COLLECTION: SAO PAULO, PARATY & RIO DE JANEIRO
Rosewood, Belmond and Sandi share a secret: when combined in the same itinerary, they
provide an absolutely unique and exclusive trip in Brazil.

jar@amazonadventures.com 

Rates:
10 nights from $ 16,285 per person in double
occupancy, single traveler rate: $ 32,570 

Valid for Low Season 2023. Prices in USD.
Not valid during New year’s, Carnival, national holidays and special events period.

www.amazonadventures.com 

mailto:jar@amazonadventures.com
mailto:jar@amazonadventures.com


Rosewood São Paulo
Mirroring the energy and heritage of
Brazil, Rosewood São Paulo is an
urban oasis located in Cidade
Matarazzo, a complex of elegantly
preserved buildings from the early
20th century. The luxury hotel
anchors this stylish mixed-use
cultural destination, occupying one of
the area’s few remaining historical
landmarks and a striking new vertical
garden tower designed by Jean
Nouvel with rooms designed by
Philippe Starck.

Classics with a modern twist are the essence of this contemporary brasserie inspired by the life and creativeness of Blaise Cendrars, a pivotal figure in
the shaping of the modern art movement. Located on the ground floor of the historic Maternity building, the restaurant brings a modern menu
prepared with Brazilian ingredients in individual dishes or to share, prepared in a bustling open kitchen. This contemporary restaurant overlooks
gardens in an atmosphere that transports guests to what Blaise Cendrars’ home might have looked lik, the retreat of a flourishing gentleman, a
wooden chalet tucked away in a forest. 
The cozy interiors boast a simple yet tasteful décor, with lively hand-painted wall tiles by Brazilian artist Fernando de La Rocque covering an
impressive open kitchen, which is the very core of the brasserie. 
There is an understated elegance in the ambiance, from the food to the local marble tabletops. A Brasserie with regional Brazilian ingredients where
flavorful cooking is essential, and taste is paramount. Blaise´s culinary mood blends the Brazilian and French cultures conveying an absolute passion
for life.



Sandi Hotel is located in the heart
of the Historic Center of Paraty.
Built in the 18th century, the hotel
was once a school group, and a
social club. Today, Sandi Hotel is
considered a postcard of the city,
conserving the architecture of the
Colonial period.

The Sandi Hotel has a beautiful
collection of paintings, art pieces,
books and many other special
objects, collected over the years
by Sandra Foz and Sandi Adamiu. 

Welcome drink – local cachaça caipirinha
or artisanal draft beer
Welcome Ice Cream – straight from the
Hotel's own Gelateria
 Pool and Pool Bar
 Two Jacuzzis and a Hot Tub
 Academy
 Steam Sauna
 Massage room
Haute cuisine restaurant
 Private parking
Kopenhagen Store and Miracolo Gelateria
– owned by Sandi Hotel
 Room Service until 22:30 PM

General Information:

Sandi Hotel Art Collection - The guest will be
able to discover original items by Carmen,
paintings by Gabriel Wickbold and Aécio Sarti
and the art of Márcio Franco. There are also
photographs by the Italian Giancarlo
Mecarelli, paintings by the Croatian Renato
Loledic and the works of George Gondor and
Nadaleto. The purpose of the Lithogravures
exhibition and gallery "das Coisas Naturais do
Brasil" is to popularize and celebrate Brazilian
nature and its heroes.
Also present at the hotel is the collection of
objects related to the audiovisual industry
and personal objects collected by the family
for 3 generations of icons such as Marlon
Brandon, Alfred Hitchcock, Ingid Bergman
and Rita Hayworth.
Also noteworthy is the letter from President
Jânio Quadros to Alexandre Adamiu during
his stay at the hotel. Finally, two unique
books, a tribute to Muhammad Ali and
memories of the legend Ayrton Senna.



Loft Bom Jardim from Sandi Hotel
This is an exclusive house by the
Paraty Bay, with 1 Master suite and
02 suites. Suspended over the ocean,
the old boathouse, which was used
as a support, was redesigned to
become a modern and airy loft, with
walls and glass that unveil an
incredible view from the Paraty Bay
and the Atlantic Rain Florest.
In the surroundings, there is a beach
with 200 meters of sand strip,
coconut trees, palm trees, orchard,
organic vegetable garden with spices
and a private and cataloged
botanical garden, with more than 5
thousand trees of jussara palm,
lychee and passion fruit. 

Check-in and Check-out Transfer
Transfer to the Historic Center of Paraty (up to 03
times a day during business hours to be arranged
the day before)
Housekeeper
Kitchen Chef
Kayaks and Stand-up
Steam sauna
Wi-Fi
Air conditioning
Staff available between 8 am and 6 pm
Flexible check-in and check-out
Purchases are made by the team after approval of
the Menu
At the end of the accommodation, a spreadsheet with
F&B expenses is presented, the amounts must be paid
on the day of Check-out via bank transfer

General Information:

There, visitors can walk two trails,
one through the botanical garden,
behind the main house, with plants
native to the Atlantic Forest, palm
hearts and fruit trees.
The second trail leads to Forte da
Tapera, also inside the property,
with three cannons from the time of
the Colony Brazil pointed towards
the sea. This fort protected against
the invasion of Dutch and English
pirates. From the top, the place
offers a privileged panorama of the
Bay of Paraty, from where you can
see, in the distance, the Historic
Center, the Capelinha and the
Igreja da Matriz.



Belmond Copacabana Palace
A cosmopolitan way of life meets old-
world glamour at Copacabana Palace.
An iconic bar, Michelin-starred
restaurant and botanical spa are all
waiting to be discovered inside its art-
deco walls.
The best of Rio can be found on your
doorstep. Stroll the mosaicked
Portuguese pavement; samba in the
city until sunrise; or simply stretch out
and relax on the golden sands of the
beach.

Be dazzled by the depth and richness of Northern Italian flavors at one of Rio's best loved Michelin-starred
restaurants. Seamlessly blending seasonal, local produce with imported Italian delicacies, the menu is a
joyful mix of cultures.



Day 1: Arrival in São Paulo

Transfer from São Paulo Airport to Hotel
Upon arrival  in São Paulo, meet & greet by a English speaking local guide and transfer to Rosewood São Paulo. 

Check in at  Rosewood Hotel. 

Dinner at Seen Restaurant in Tivoli Mofarrej São Paulo Hotel 

Meals : Dinner included.

Day 2: São Paulo 

Breakfast at hotel.

Cultural Visit ( Private Tour: Duration 4 hous)

Meet São Paulo in complete tour, we will visit the largest number of points that mark the history of this mega-
metropolis. We'll walk around the streets for a while, feeling the daily life of the people of São Paulo. We will visit
the historic center where we will see the beginning and development of the city, such as Estação da Luz, the first
in the city. We will continue to the Municipal Market, with its delicacies and Brazilian fruits. Further on, the Sé
Cathedral, with its unique architecture. As well as the Municipal Theater and Farol Santander, with a beautiful
360° view. The Masp Museum, the main one in the city and its surroundings. Ibirapuera Park and its architecture,
museums, monuments, works by Oscar Niemeyer. Lunh at Terraço Italia,  a restaurant that brings with it a legacy
of history and tradition, and an amazing view of São Paulo.

Dinner at DOM Restaurant or similar restaurant
Alex Atala is the most internationally known Brazilian chef, a well-deserved status thanks to proposals that
always have something to say! He conceives Brazilian cuisine as "a viable dream"; contemporary, but also
committed to the country's culinary roots, as its tasting menus (some vegetarian) use native ingredients (Tucupi,
Jambu, Palmito Pupunha, etc.) made from Amazonian and indigenous cuisine prior to the Discovery.

Meals : Breakfast and dinner included

Day 3: São Paulo to Paraty - Departure

Breakfast at hotel and check out.

Transfer from Sao Paulo to Paraty by a private helicopter (60-minute ride). 

It is an opportunity to enjoy Sao Paulo up to the “Green Coast” of Paraty. 
Transfer from the Paraty aerodrome by a deluxe car, guest will be welcome for their check in at Sandi Hotel in
Paraty. 

Half Day Historic City Tour
A trip back in time through the stone streets of the city, with its historic buildings and unique beauty.
Freemasonry, pirates, gold cycles, coffee and sugar cane, people and economic cycles that mark the history of
Paraty. A world of information, and you will see Paraty with different eyes. You will probably have the opportunity
here to visit the atelier of the resident Ceramist at the Sandi hotel and perhaps have a production of your own
clay piece. 

If you happen to be staying at the Sandi Hotel over the weekend, be sure to visit the rehearsal of the Philharmonic
Orchestra of Paraty in the morning, supported by the hotel. Also take some time to discover the collection of the
Sandi Hotel's art collection, as well as the many objects of the audiovisual industry and the memories and
historical testimonies present in the Hotel.

Dinner at Pupu´s restaurant 
In this restaurant, chef Bernardo Artuso prepares his creative version of Japanese cuisine and shares his Asian
fusion cuisine at Pupu’s Peixe Panc. As the name suggests, the trend is to combine seafood (and local fish) with
edible plants and flowers, the pancs. The result is dishes as tasty as they are colorful and photogenic.

Meals : Breakfast and dinner included

Sao Paulo



Day 4: Paraty

Workshop at Apothekário Bar (before dinner)
Learn how to blend your own caipirinha at Apothekário bar! Join an expert mixologist and learn how to craft a
caipirinha, an iconic Brazilian cocktail mixing sugar lime and the distinctive national spirit, cachaça. Once you’ve
mastered the legendary caipirinha, try your hand at mixing other creations using local fruits, spices and spirits.
One hidden secret: Sandi hotel has its own sea scallop farm, so you can enjoy fresh scallops daily.

Dinner on the Academia da cozinha - By Chef Yara
This is a professional kitchen in Paraty, where a limited group of people gathers and shows typical food from
Amazonas, Bahia and Minas Gerais.
During the fun demonstrations, Chef Yara Roberts includes not only the history but also cultural aspects of each
region, explaining the origins of the respective ingredients, their nutritional values and influences on the cuisine
of other peoples. The chef takes every opportunity to teach cooking techniques and give professional cooking
tips. Following the demonstration, a wonderful dinner is served.

Meals : Breakfast and dinner included. 

Day 5 – Paraty 

Full day Sea and Earth tour with visit to Destiliry Maria Izabel
This is a complete and exclusive itinerary through the most beautiful beaches and waterfalls in Paraty, uniting
land and sea in a single day.
We offer a boat trip, departing from Loft Bom Jardim, towards Saco do Mamanguá, known as the "Brazilian
fiord", full of beaches to explore. On the way to the Sea, we will stop at Ilha Comprida, our natural aquarium, full
of schools of fish and corals, all this in the morning. We will stop for lunch. This is not included, but there are
several restaurants to choose from on the waterfront. After the stop, we will board a Land Rover for a land
experience. The afternoon tour leads to a freshwater bath in the Tobogã and Poço do Tarzan waterfalls, followed
by a visit to the Maria Izabel distillery, to discover the famous Paraty brandy.

Meals : Breakfast included. 

Day 6: Paraty

Beautiful private boat tour
The Bay of Paraty provides a calm and safe navigation, we are a super sheltered place and we have 65 islands and
over 300 great beaches for swimming and snorkeling.
Guests can choose one of several restaurants for a gastronomic experience by the sea. Lunch not included
It's a 6-hour tour with the most incredible places in the Bay of Paraty- Speed boat Garoupa as in the picture.

Check out at Hotel do Sandi and Transfer to Loft Bom Jardim.

Loft Bom Jardim
A week before the arrival of the guests we will send a menu option to choose the meals (lunch and dinner) during
their stay at Loft Bom Jardim. Food to be purchased for meal preparation is not included in the rate. Purchases
are made by the Loft team after approval of the Menu.
At the end of the accommodation, a spreadsheet with F&B expenses is presented, the amounts must be paid on
the day of Check-out via bank transfer.

Meals : Breakfast included. 

Day 7: Paraty
Free day at leisure

Meals : Breakfast included. 

Day 8 – Paraty
Free day at leisure

This evening the guest will enjoy a private dinner at the Kiosk by the Villa Bom Jardim Beach front.

Meals : Breakfast  and Private Farewell dinner included. 

Day 9 – Paraty to Rio de Janeiro - Departure

At the agreed time check out and transfer from the Loft Bom Jardim in a speedboat to the Canta Galo Pier.

A private car will be waiting the guest and drive to Paraty airport. 

Transfer from Paraty to Rio de Janeiro by a private helicopter (60-minute ride). 

Meals : Breakfast included. 

                                                                                        

 Paraty



Day 9: Arrival in Rio de Janeiro

Check in at  Belmond Copacabana Palace Hotel. 

Dinner at Chef`s Table in Copacabana Palace kitchen 
Pairing with the best wines and sparkling wine* ; Signed menu by the Chef with 10 courses

With only six seats, the Chef`s table is a special and exclusive experience  in the heart of Cipriani`s kitchen, the
experience includes a personalized menu signed by the, paired with the restaurant`s best wines. 

Meals : Dinner included.

Day 10:  Rio de Janeiro

Private tour Full day Corcovado and Sunset at Sugarloaf Mountain (8hrs duration) 
Pick-up at hotel by your English speaking guide and driver to enjoy  Rio's most world-famous landmark, the
"Corcovado-Mountain" with the statue of Christ The Redeemer, is a must for the visitors of our city. It is set right
in the "Tijuca Rainforest National Park (the largest urban park in the world)" by locals as the “lung of the city”.

Enjoy a traditional Brazilian Premium Barbecue at Assador Rio´s Restaurante. The "churrasco" is a traditional
Brazilian southern (and Argentinean) way of preparing the meats. This is the opportunity of tasting an endless
variety of meat, several garnish and salads served continuously at your table.

Later in the afternoon, ride by cable car to the peak at Sugar Loaf Mountain, where you toast the sunset in the
amazing views. Guest will board with priority at the cable car (Golden ticket), for a two-stage ride that will whisk
them up to Sugar Loaf: first stage, Morro da Urca and then the second stage takes one up to the Sugar Loaf (395
meters), above sea level Enjoy the extraordinarily beautiful view from Sugar Loaf, undoubtedly one of the most
famous landmarks in the world. 

Helicopter Rio Flight at Sugar Loaf Mountain
Rio by Helicopter Take off on a 12-minute private helicopter tour, affording a bird’s-eye view of Christ the
Redeemer, Copacabana and Ipanema Beaches, Praia Vermelha with a view of Sugarloaf Mountain, Lagoa Rodrigo
de Freitas and Jardim de Alah.

By night : Dinner at Cipriani Restaurant 
Chef´s Signature Menu:  Appetizer, 02 starters, 02 main course and 02 desert

Italian mirrors and chandeliers, flower arrangements and Venetian curtains open to the Copacabana Palace pool
create a unique experience, amplified by the exquisite work of chef Nello Casses, awarded a Michelin star. The
house only works with tasting menus under reservation, valuing contemporary creations anchored in tradition
and the best ingredients.

Meals : Breakfast, lunch and dinner included.

Day 11: Rio de Janeiro - Departure

Check Out at Belmond Copacabana Palace 

Transfer from Belmond Copacabana to GIG Airport.

 *** End of the program ****

 Rio de Janeiro


